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Summary. Many studies involving causal questions are often concerned with understanding
the causal pathways by which a treatment affects an outcome. Thus, the concept of ‘direct’
versus ‘indirect’ effects comes into play. We tackle the problem of disentangling direct and
indirect effects by investigating new augmented experimental designs, where the treatment is
randomized, and the mediating variable is not forced, but only randomly encouraged. There are
two key features of our framework: we adopt a principal stratiﬁcation approach, and we mainly
focus on principal strata effects, avoiding involving a priori counterfactual outcomes. Using nonparametric identiﬁcation strategies, we provide a set of assumptions, which allow us to identify
partially the causal estimands of interest: the principal strata direct effects. Some examples are
shown to illustrate our design and causal estimands of interest. Large sample bounds for the
principal strata average direct effects are provided, and a simple hypothetical example is used to
show how our augmented design can be implemented and how the bounds can be calculated.
Finally our augmented design is compared and contrasted with a standard randomized design.
Keywords: Augmented designs; Bounds; Causal inference; Direct and indirect effects;
Principal stratiﬁcation

1.

Introduction

Many research questions involving causal effects are often concerned with understanding the
causal pathways by which an exposure or a treatment affects an outcome. Thus, the concept of
‘direct’ versus ‘indirect’ effects comes into play. The use of this concept is common, not only in
statistics, but also in many areas of social, economic and political sciences as well as in biomedical
and pharmacological sciences, where the closely related concepts of ‘biomarkers’ and ‘surrogate
outcomes’ are often used (e.g. Joffe and Greene (2009) and Gilbert and Hudgens (2008)).
A classical example, which also illustrates the policy-making implications of direct and indirect effects, involves a drug treatment having side effects (Pearl, 2001). Patients who suffer from
these side effects might tend to take additional rescue medication, which in turn may affect the
response to the treatment. Therefore, the total effect of the drug treatment will be a combination
of the direct effect of the treatment on the outcome and the indirect effect mediated by the rescue
medication. To understand the mechanistic pathways by which the drug acts to cause or prevent
a disease, the total treatment effect must be decomposed into direct and indirect effects. Untying
the direct and mediated effects may help understanding, e.g. what the effect of the treatment
would be if its side effects were taken away, and so answers policy-related questions of practical
signiﬁcance (for example, the drug manufacturer might consider ways of eliminating the adverse
side effects of the drug; doctors might deem it helpful to suggest or prevent the use of rescue
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medication). Another example is in biomedical sciences, where the focus is on assessing the
effect of physical activity on circulation diseases, not channelled through the body mass index
(Sjölander et al., 2009). Assessing whether physical activity has a protective direct effect against
circulation diseases is relevant for policies that are aimed at reducing the risk of circulation
diseases. For instance, if a suitable level of physical activity can prevent circulation diseases,
even if it fails to prevent obesity, a policy maker may consider promoting physical activity programmes. In economics, Flores and Flores-Lagunes (2010) focused on understanding to what
extent the effects of a training programme on participants’ employment and earnings is mediated by the achievement of a secondary educational degree (high school, general educational
development or vocational degree). The direct effect of the programme on employment and
earnings may help a policy maker to decide whether the completion of a secondary educational
degree should be encouraged or discouraged during the training programme, and how to design
future interventions, where the focus can be on increasing job-related skills versus accumulating
human capital.
Disentangling direct and indirect effects may be a difﬁcult task, because the intermediate
outcome is generally not under experimental control. For instance, in the above examples, the
use of rescue medication, obesity and completion of a secondary educational degree cannot be,
in general, controlled. Traditional analyses of scientiﬁc problems where treatment comparisons
need to be adjusted for post-treatment confounded variables are typically based on a standard
method that directly controls for (conditions on) observed values of those post-treatment variables, resulting in estimates that generally lack causal interpretation (e.g. Rosenbaum (1984)).
The use of alternative study designs has proved to be useful for addressing post-treatment
complications (e.g. Follmann (2006) and Baker et al. (2007)). In this paper, we shall investigate
new augmented designs, where the treatment is randomized, and the mediating variable is not
forced, but only randomly encouraged. We argue that this source of exogenous variation may
help to identify and estimate direct and indirect effects. These designs will be feasible in some
clinical and social experiments, when partial control of the intermediate variable can be conceived. In the drug treatment example that was previously described, side effects of the drug,
and thus the use of rescue medication, cannot be directly controlled; however, the use of rescue
medication can be encouraged (or discouraged), for instance by offering rescue medication to
randomly selected patients. Analogously, in the physical activity example, the body mass index
represents a biomarker, and it is not obvious how to conceptualize interventions on such a
variable. However, a suitable level of the body mass index might be encouraged, for instance by
suggesting following a speciﬁc diet to randomly selected patients. In the programme evaluation
study, completion of a secondary educational degree cannot be, in general, directly manipulated, but researchers may encourage (or discourage) randomly selected participants to achieve
a secondary educational degree, for instance by offering them a grant. (Some augmented designs
have been recently proposed in the vaccine trial literature (e.g. Follmann (2006) and Qin et al.
(2008)); however, they focus on simpliﬁed settings, where the surrogate response in the absence
of treatment is constant, and so they can be viewed as special cases of our design.) We show that,
under our augmented design, inferences can be drawn about direct causal effects by focusing
on speciﬁc subsets of the population.
The deﬁnition of direct and indirect effects is straightforward in linear equation systems but
can be rather controversial in non-linear systems, although recent work provides some clariﬁcation in this regard (e.g. Robins and Greenland (1992), Pearl (2001), Flores and Flores-Lagunes
(2009a), VanderWeele (2009) and Imai et al. (2010a)). The problem of deﬁning, identifying
and estimating direct and indirect effects has been tackled extensively in the causal inference
literature, and a variety of identiﬁcation and estimation strategies have been developed, by
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using different approaches for causal inference. In general, alternative approaches focus on
different causal estimands, and full agreement on what the relevant estimands should be and
how we should estimate them is still lacking. In this paper, we focus on the potential outcomes
framework (Rubin, 1974, 1977, 1978), also referred to as the Rubin causal model (Holland,
1986), and use the concept of principal stratiﬁcation (Frangakis and Rubin, 2002) for addressing the topic of direct and indirect causal effects (Mealli and Rubin, 2003; Rubin, 2004).
Principal stratiﬁcation with respect to a post-treatment intermediate variable is a cross-classiﬁcation of subjects into latent classes deﬁned by the joint potential values of that post-treatment
variable under each of the treatments being compared, so principal strata comprise units having
the same values of the intermediate potential outcomes. Frangakis and Rubin (2002) deﬁned a
principal causal effect (PCE) as the comparison of potential outcomes under different treatment
levels within a principal stratum (or union of principal strata). The key property of principal
strata is that they are not affected by treatment assignment. Therefore, a PCE is always a
causal effect and does not suffer from the complications of standard post-treatment-adjusted
estimands.
In this view of causal inference, PCEs naturally provide information on the extent to which
a causal effect of the treatment on the primary outcome occurs together with a causal effect of
the treatment on the intermediate outcome. Speciﬁcally, a principal strata direct effect (PSDE)
of the treatment, after controlling for the intermediate outcome, exists if there is a causal effect
of the treatment on the primary outcome for subjects belonging to principal strata where the
mediator is not affected by the treatment.
Principal stratiﬁcation is one of several possible ways to conceptualize the mediatory role of
an intermediate variable in the treatment–outcome relationship (Joffe et al., 2007). An alternative approach, which is usually applied in the causal graph framework to causal inference (Pearl,
2000), focuses on what would happen to the treatment–outcome relationship under interventions
on the intermediate variable and deﬁnes direct and indirect causal effects by using the concept of
a priori counterfactual values of outcomes that would have been observed under assignment to
a given treatment level and if the post-treatment variable were somehow simultaneously forced
to attain a predetermined value (Robins and Greenland, 1992; Pearl, 2001). This framework,
with its a priori counterfactual estimands, needs to assume that the intermediate variables can
be controlled and ﬁxed by an external intervention, or it is at least conceivable to do so. This may
be a reasonable assumption when the mediators represent additional treatments, which could,
at least in principle, be randomized. Imai et al. (2010c) proposed two new designs that can be
used to identify direct and indirect effects, involving a priori counterfactual outcomes, when the
intermediate variable cannot be perfectly controlled: the parallel encouragement design and the
crossover encouragement design. These designs allow for imperfect manipulation of the mediator, by assuming that researchers can only encourage (rather than force) experimental subjects
to take a particular value of the mediator. The parallel encouragement design and the crossover
encouragement design are similar in spirit to our augmented design; the idea of encouraging,
rather than randomly forcing, the intermediate variable links the two approaches. However, our
augmented design differs from those proposed by Imai et al. (2010c) in important ways that will
be discussed in Section 8.
Our approach has various advantages as well as some drawbacks. An important insight is that
it identiﬁes average direct treatment effects for well-deﬁned subpopulations: the subpopulations
of subjects for whom the treatment does not affect the intermediate variable. As a result, our
estimands, the PSDEs, are generally different from the average direct treatment effect for the
overall population and do not decompose the total average effect into a direct and an indirect
effect, unless, for instance, the individual PSDEs are assumed constant over the population.
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Although in some cases the PSDEs may not be the average direct effects (ADEs) that researchers would like to estimate, the ‘internal’ validity (the sensibleness of the causal interpretation
for the population that the study refers to) of these estimands may be much higher than that of
other estimands, involving a priori counterfactuals.
In this paper, we shall focus on designs with two binary treatments and one binary intermediate variable. In principle, however, the principal stratiﬁcation approach, and our augmented
design, can be also extended to address the problem of disentangling direct and indirect effects
when the intermediate variable is continuous. In fact, principal stratiﬁcation analysis is not
impossible with continuous mediating variables, although continuous intermediate outcomes
induce an inﬁnite number of possible principal strata, in theory, leading to substantial complications in both inference and interpretation (e.g. Jin and Rubin (2008) and Schwartz et al.
(2010)). Therefore, extensions to general intermediate variables are a valuable topic for future
research.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a brief overview of competing frameworks for deﬁning the concept of direct and indirect effects. In Section 3 we describe our framework and in Section 4 we present our design’s structural assumptions. We derive large sample
bounds for PSDEs in Section 5. Calculation of these bounds is then illustrated in Section 6 with
a numerical example. In Section 7 our augmented randomized design is compared and contrasted with a standard randomized design with respect to the accuracy of large sample bounds
for an average (overall) direct effect. We conclude in Section 8, providing some discussion and
suggesting directions for future research.
2.

Alternative concepts of direct and indirect effects

In this section we brieﬂy review some of the several alternative ways to deﬁne and formalize the
concept of direct and indirect effects.
Consider a random sample of units, indexed by i = 1, . . . , n. Each unit i can be potentially
assigned either a standard treatment C or a new treatment T. Let Z denote the treatment variable. The objective is to assess the causal effect of the T - versus the C-treatment on an outcome
Y. Let S stand for an intermediate variable which is on the causal pathway between the treatment and the main end point Y. Let Yi .z/ and Si .z/ denote the potential outcomes of Y and
S respectively, if unit i was assigned treatment Z = z, z = C, T . Finally, let Yi .z, s/ denote the
(a priori) counterfactual value for Y if, possibly contrary to fact, Z was set to z and S was set
to s: the potential outcomes Yi {z, Si .z/ = s} are a priori counterfactuals for units assigned to
treatment z which exhibit a value of the intermediate outcome S not equal to s because, in one
speciﬁc experiment, they can be never observed for such a type of units (Rubin, 2004). Note that
we assume that the potential values Si .z/, Yi .z/ and Yi .z, s/ for individual i do not depend on the
treatments that are received by other individuals (the stable unit treatment value assumption
(SUTVA); Rubin (1978, 1980, 1990)).
Robins and Greenland (1992) and Pearl (2001) gave deﬁnitions for controlled direct effects
(CDEs) and natural direct and indirect effects based on interventions on the intermediate
variable, thus using a priori counterfactuals. The (average) CDE of the treatment Z on the
outcome Y , setting S to s, is deﬁned by CDE.s/ = E[Yi .T , s/ − Yi .C, s/]. The (average) natural direct effect (NDE) measures the effect of the treatment Z on the outcome Y when
the mediator is set to the potential value that it would have taken under treatment status z:
NDE.z/ = E[Yi {T , Si .z/} − Yi {C, Si .z/}], z = C, T . Corresponding to NDE is the concept of
natural indirect effect (NIE): NIE.z/ = E[Yi {z, Si .T/} − Yi {z, Si .C/}], z = C, T . These effects
provide an intuitive decomposition of the average total treatment effect ATE = E[Yi .T/ − Yi .C/]
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into the sum of an NDE and an NIE: ATE = NIE.T/ + NDE.C/ or ATE = NIE.C/ + NDE.T/.
Geneletti (2007) applied similar concepts by using a decision theoretic approach, where relationships between variables are encoded by using conditional independence statements, but without
using counterfactuals (Dawid, 2000).
Various identiﬁcation and estimation strategies for CDEs and NDEs and NIEs have been
developed (e.g. Robins and Greenland (1992), Pearl (2001), Robins (2003), Petersen et al.
(2006), Geneletti (2007), Goetgeluk et al. (2008), Flores and Flores-Lagunes (2009a, b, 2010)
and Imai et al. (2010b)). A drawback of these methods is that estimation can only be based
on extrapolations, because data can never provide direct evidence on a priori counterfactual
values, and extrapolation typically involves relatively strong conditions such as constant effect,
parametric and/or conditional independence assumptions.
Alternatively, a principal stratiﬁcation approach can be used. Formally, a principal stratum with respect to the post-treatment variable S (with support S) is a group of individuals who have the same vector .Si .C/, Si .T//. For instance, if S is a binary variable, units can
be classiﬁed into four latent groups: 1, {i : Si .C/ = Si .T/ = 0}; 2, {i : Si .C/ = 1, Si .T/ = 0}; 3,
{i : Si .C/ = 0, Si .T/ = 1}; 4, {i : Si .C/ = Si .T/ = 1}. A PCE is a comparison between the potential outcomes Yi .C/ and Yi .T/ within a particular stratum (or union of principal strata):
PCE.sC , sT / = E[Yi .T/ − Yi .C/|Si .C/ = sC , Si .T/ = sT ].
Evidence on the direct effect of the treatment on the primary outcome is provided by principal
strata where the intermediate variable is unaffected by treatment, i.e. Si .C/ = Si .T/. Speciﬁcally,
the PSDE of Z on Y at level s, s ∈ S, can be formally deﬁned as
PSDE.s/ = E[Yi .T/ − Yi .C/|Si .T/ = Si .C/ = s]:

.1/

If PSDE.s/ = 0, for each s ∈ S, there is no direct effect of treatment after controlling for the
mediator, because the causal effect of treatment on the outcome exists only in the presence of
a causal effect of treatment on the intermediate variable.
PCEs (and PSDEs) are causal effects for speciﬁc subpopulations (principal strata), and so the
total effect of the treatment Z on the outcome Y is the weighted average of PCEs across units
belonging to different principal strata:



ATE =
PCE.sC , sT /πsC ,sT =
PSDE.s/πs +
PCE.sC , sT /πsC ,sT ,
.sC ,sT /

sC =sT =s

sC =sT

where πsC ,sT is the proportion of subjects belonging to principal stratum {i : Si .C/ = sC , Si .T/ =
sT }, and πs = πs,s . This result is in contrast with other approaches, where direct and indirect
causal effects are deﬁned for each individual and averaged over the entire population. For this
reason, whereas NDEs and NIEs provide a decomposition of the total effect, principal stratiﬁcation does not in general allow us to decompose the total effect into direct and indirect effects,
unless additional assumptions are made. In fact, the PCEs for units belonging to principal strata
where the post-treatment variable is affected by treatment combine direct and indirect effects.
However, estimation of PSDEs does not, in general, require extrapolation of potential outcomes
for subgroups where those are never observed.
VanderWeele (2008) studied the conceptual relationships between PSDEs and CDEs and
NDEs, showing that if there are no CDEs or no NDEs then there can be no PSDEs. He also
showed that the absence of PSDEs does not imply the absence of NDEs and does not necessarily even imply that the CDE or NDE is zero. These relationships, however, immediately follow
from the deﬁnition of these effects: PSDEs are ‘local’ effects (i.e. they are causal effects within
principal strata), whereas CDEs and NDEs are deﬁned for each unit. Moreover, although these
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are relevant theoretical results, they do not help identiﬁcation and estimation of the causal
estimands, using the data that are usually available.
Various (full and partial) identiﬁcation strategies and estimation methods for principal
effects have been developed (e.g. Barnard et al. (2003), Cheng and Small (2006), Cheng et al.
(2009), Frangakis et al. (2007), Gallop et al. (2009), Imai (2008), Lee (2009), Lynch et al. (2008),
Mattei and Mealli (2007), Sjölander et al. (2009), Zhang and Rubin (2003) and Zhang et al.
(2009)). In this paper we contribute to this literature, developing a novel approach to the identiﬁcation and estimation of PSDEs based on a new augmented design. Focus will be on the
assumptions, which allow us to identify partially (Manski, 2003) causal estimands for speciﬁc
subpopulations, and usually to derive tighter bounds than those derived in standard randomized
experiments.
3.

Principal stratification in augmented designs

To draw inference about PCEs, it is crucial to think very carefully about the hypothetical randomized experiment that led to the observed data. In this respect, the encouragement design—a
special quasi-experimental design, where the only experimental manipulation is exposure to the
encouragement conditions—can be used as a template to address issues of direct and indirect
causal relationships. Although it is in general unreasonable to assume that the experimenter
can directly control the administration of the mediating variable, it could be plausible to think
about the existence of an additional variable, which is henceforth referred to as the encouragement variable, which affects the primary outcome, only through its effect on the intermediate
outcome. Throughout, we therefore assume that, in addition to the treatment, whose causal
effect on the outcome is still our primary interest, units are exposed to an additional treatment,
which is related to the mediating variable, but unrelated to the outcome.
Formally, each sample unit i can be potentially either encouraged or not encouraged to exhibit
a speciﬁc value of the intermediate outcome, S. Henceforth, we assume that the intermediate
variable is binary (e.g. taking on values 0 and 1). Let Wi denote the indicator variable assuming value E if unit i is encouraged, for example, to exhibit a positive value of the intermediate
outcome, and e otherwise. Let Z and W denote the n-dimensional vectors with ith element Zi
and Wi respectively. Then, let Si .Z, W/ and Yi .Z, W/ be the potential indicator for whether unit
i would exhibit a positive value of S, and the potential response for unit i, given the vectors of
treatment and encouragement assignments, Z and W.
We generalize the SUTVA (Rubin, 1978, 1980, 1990) by assuming that
(a) the potential outcomes for any unit do not vary with the treatments and the encouragements that are assigned to any other unit and
(b) for each unit there are no different versions of each treatment and encouragement level.
Formally we have the following assumption.
Assumption 1 (SUTVA). If Zi = Zi and Wi = Wi , then Si .Z, W/ = Si .Z , W / and Yi .Z, W/ =
Yi .Z , W /.
The SUTVA allows us to write Si .Z, W/ and Yi .Z, W/ as Si .Zi , Wi / and Yi .Zi , Wi / respectively. Therefore, for each unit i, there are four potential values for the mediating variable,
Si .C, e/, Si .C, E/, Si .T , e/ and Si .T , E/, and four potential values for the response variable,
Yi .C, e/, Yi .C, E/, Yi .T , e/ and Yi .T , E/. Principal strata are now deﬁned according to the joint
values of the potential variables .Si .C, e/, Si .C, E/, Si .T , e/, Si .T , E//.
Deﬁnition 1. The basic principal stratiﬁcation P0 with respect to post-treatment variable S is
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Table 1. Principal strata with two binary treatments and a binary intermediate variable: PSDEs by encouragement status under standard and active treatment and value of the intermediate outcome
PSDEGs‚w‚w (s; w, w )

Gi Si (C, e) Si (C, E) Si (T , e) Si (T , E)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1

0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1

0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1

PSDE1 .0; e, e/
PSDE3 .0; e, e/
PSDE5 .0; e, e/
PSDE7 .1; e, e/

PSDE1 .0; E, E/
PSDE2 .0; E, E/

PSDE1 .0; e, E/

PSDE3 .0; e, E/
PSDE4 .0; E, E/ PSDE4 .0; e, E/
PSDE7 .0; E, E/

PSDE10 .0; e, e/ PSDE10 .1; E, E/

PSDE8 .1; e, E/
PSDE9 .0; e, E/

PSDE1 .0; E, e/
PSDE2 .0; E, e/
PSDE5 .0; E, e/
PSDE8 .0; E, e/
PSDE9 .1; E, e/

PSDE12 .1; e, e/

PSDE12 .1; E, e/
PSDE13 .1; E, E/ PSDE13 .1; e, E/
PSDE14 .1; e, e/
PSDE14 .1; e, E/
PSDE15 .1; E, E/
PSDE15 .1; E, e/
PSDE16 .1; e, e/ PSDE16 .1; E, E/ PSDE16 .1; e, E/ PSDE16 .1; E, e/

the partition of units i = 1, . . . , n such that all units within any set of P0 have the same vector
.Si .C, e/, Si .C, E/, Si .T , e/, Si .T , E//. A principal stratiﬁcation P with respect to post-treatment
variable S is a partition of the units whose sets are unions of sets in the basic principal stratiﬁcation P0 (Frangakis and Rubin, 2002).
Because the intermediate variable is binary, units can be classiﬁed into 16 basic principal strata
as shown in the ﬁrst ﬁve columns of Table 1, where Gi is the principal stratum indicator for
subject i: Gi ∈{1, 2, . . . , 16}. For instance, principal stratum 10 is {i : Si .C, e/ = 0, Si .C, E/ = 1,
Si .T , e/ = 0, Si .T , E/ = 1} and comprises units which would exhibit positive values of the mediating variable under encouragement and would exhibit a zero value of the mediating variable without encouragement, irrespective of the treatment level. Each principal stratum g, g ∈
{1, 2, . . . , 16}, comprises a proportion πg of all units.
This partition of the units can be viewed as a generalization of the idea of principal stratiﬁcation (Frangakis and Rubin, 2002) to multiple treatments. Generally, a principal stratiﬁcation
with a binary treatment and a binary encouragement generates the following PSDEs.
Deﬁnition 2. The average PSDE of Z on Y at level s, s ∈ {0, 1}, which is denoted PSDE.s; w, w /,
is deﬁned as
PSDE.s; w, w / = E[Yi .T , w / − Yi .C, w/|Si .T , w / = Si .C, w/ = s]

.2/

for w, w ∈ {e, E}.
Note that,
PSDE.s; w, w / = E[Yi .T , w / − Yi .C, w/|Si .T , w / = Si .C, w/ = s]
= E[E[Yi .T , w / − Yi .C, w/|Si .T , w / = Si .C, w/ = s, Si .T , w/, Si .C, w /]]
= E[PSDE.s; w, w /|Si .T , w/, Si .C, w /] ≡ E[PSDEGs, w, w .s; w, w /],
where the outer expectation is over the joint distribution of the potential outcomes Si .T , w/
and Si .C, w /, and Gs,w,w is the principal stratum comprising units with Si .T , w / = Si .C, w/ = s.
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Table 2. Group classiﬁcation based on observed data .Ziobs , Wiobs , Siobs / and
associated latent principal strata
Ziobs
C
C
C
C
T
T
T
T

Wiobs

Siobs

e
e
E
E
e
e
E
E

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

Latent strata Gi
1
2
1
3
1
4
1
5

3
6
2
6
2
7
2
8

4
7
4
9
3
9
3
10

5
8
5
10
5
11
4
11

9
12
7
12
6
12
6
13

10
13
8
13
8
14
7
14

11
14
11
15
10
15
9
15

15
16
14
16
13
16
12
16

Therefore, each PSDE, which involves units belonging to the union of different sets in the basic
principal stratiﬁcation, can be decomposed into ‘basic’ PSDEs, namely direct effects within sets
of the basic principal stratiﬁcation. In our setting with a binary intermediate outcome, eight
PSDEs can be deﬁned and evidence about each of them is provided by the union of different
sets in the basic principal stratiﬁcation as shown in Table 1.
Unfortunately, we cannot in general observe the principal stratum to which a subject belongs,
because we cannot directly observe each potential intermediate value Si .z, w/, z = C, T , w = e, E,
for any subject. If we indicate with Ziobs the observed treatment assignment, and with Wiobs the
observed encouragement indicator, the observed data are, Ziobs , Wiobs , Siobs = Siobs .Ziobs , Wiobs /
and Yiobs = Yiobs .Ziobs , Wiobs /, i = 1, . . . , n. Therefore, what we can observe are the eight groups
that are reported in Table 2, where the latent principal strata that are associated with each
observed group are also shown. Each subject is observed to fall into one of these groups. If all
16 principal strata existed, i.e. if πg > 0, for each g ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 16}, each observed group would
be a mixture of eight principal strata.
Let OBS.z, w, s/ denote the observed group that is deﬁned by Ziobs = z, Wiobs = w and Siobs = s,
z = C, T , w = e, E and s = 0, 1, and let Ps|z,w = Pr.Siobs = s|Ziobs = z, Wiobs = w/ be the conditional distribution of the observed intermediate outcome given the treatment status and the
encouragement status.
4.

Structural assumptions

Throughout this paper, we assume that the treatment and the encouragement are randomly
assigned.
Assumption 2 (randomization of the treatment and the encouragement). For all i,
.Si .C, e/, Si .C, E/, Si .T , e/, Si .T , E/, Yi .C, e/, Yi .C, E/, Yi .T , e/, Yi .T , E//⊥⊥.Zi , Wi /:
Assumption 2 implies that
.Yi .C, e/, Yi .C, E/, Yi .T , e/, Yi .T , E//⊥⊥.Zi , Wi /|.Si .C, e/, Si .C, E/, Si .T , e/, Si .T , E//
so potential outcomes are independent of both the treatment and the encouragement given the
principal strata.
To characterize W as an encouragement variable, we introduce an exclusion–restriction type
of assumption, which rules out direct effects of the encouragement W on the primary outcome
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Y. Speciﬁcally, we assume that the distributions of two potential outcomes Yi .z, e/ and Yi .z, E/,
for each z = C, T , are the same for units which would exhibit the same value of the intermediate
outcome regardless of the encouragement. Although this assumption is not directly testable, it
can be made plausible by design. Formally, we have the following assumption.
Assumption 3 (stochastic exclusion restriction with respect to W).
Pr{Yi .z, E/|Si .z, E/=Si .z, e/, Si .z , E/, Si .z , e/}=Pr{Yi .z, e/|Si .z, E/=Si .z, e/, Si .z , E/, Si .z , e/}

for z = z ∈ {C, T }:

Assumption 3 implies that some of the basic PSDEs, PSDEGs, w, w .s; w, w /, take the same
value, which depends only on the value of the intermediate potential outcomes. Speciﬁcally,
PSDEGs, e, w .s; e, w / = PSDEGs, E, w .s; E, w /, for each principal stratum Gs,e,w = Gs,E,w =
{i : Si .C, e/ = Si .C, E/ = s, Si .T , e/ = sTe , Si .T , E/ = sTE } where sT w = s for w ∈ {e, E}. Analogously, PSDEGs, w, e .s; w, e/ = PSDEGs, w, E .s; w, E/, for each principal stratum Gs,w,e = Gs,w,E =
{i : Si .C, e/ = sCe , Si .C, E/ = sCE , Si .T , e/ = Si .T , E/ = s}, where sCw = s, for w ∈ {e, E}.
We also require the encouragement variable W to have some effect on the intermediate outcome S.
Assumption 4 (non-zero average causal effect of W on S). The average causal effect of W on
S, E[Si .z, E/ − Si .z, e/], is not equal to 0 for z = C, T .
This assumption warrants that there is at least one stratum where the behaviour regarding
the intermediate variable S is different with and without encouragement.
To identify (even partially; Manski (2003)) the proportion of each principal stratum and the
corresponding PSDEs additional assumptions are required. Alternative sets of assumptions,
which allow us either to reduce the number of strata or to state the equivalence of the distribution of Y across some strata, can be proposed. Here we focus on a speciﬁc set of assumptions,
which lead to identify partially the causal estimands of interest.
An assumption—which can be made plausible by designing an appropriate encouragement—
requires monotonicity of S with respect to the encouragement variable W. Formally, we have
the following assumption.
Assumption 5 (monotonicity of S with respect to W). For all i,
(a) Si .C, e/  Si .C, E/

and Si .T , e/  Si .T , E/

(b) Si .C, e/  Si .C, E/

and Si .T , e/  Si .T , E/:

or

Assumption 5 relates to the mediating variable S with respect to the encouragement variable
W. Without loss of generality, let Si .C, e/  Si .C, E/ and Si .T , e/  Si .T , E/ for all i (assumption
5, part (a)). Therefore, assumption 5 implies that, for a ﬁxed value of the treatment variable,
units that exhibit a positive value of S when W = e would exhibit a positive value of S also
when W = E. In the drug treatment example, this assumption states that patients who would
take additional rescue medication when non-encouraged would take additional rescue medication also when encouraged, irrespective of the treatment. Although the data can never provide
any direct evidence against this assumption, it can be made plausible by design, for instance,
encouraging units to exhibit a positive value of the mediating variable. Importantly, assumption
5 has some testable implications that can be used to falsify it. For instance, assumption 5, part
(a), implies that the encouragement has a non-negative effect on the intermediate variable S
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under both the standard treatment and the active treatment. Therefore, assumption 5, part (a),
is not falsiﬁed by the data if, in large samples, the estimates of these causal effects are both
non-negative. Assumption 5, part (a), rules out the existence of seven of the 16 principal strata
(2, 4, 7–9, 12 and 14).
To sharpen inference on the principal strata proportions and the causal estimands of interest,
we also make one additional assumption, which implies that, for a ﬁxed encouragement level,
units which exhibit a positive value of S when exposed to the standard treatment would exhibit
a positive value of S also when randomly assigned to the active treatment. Formally, we have
the following assumption.
Assumption 6 (monotonicity of S with respect to Z). For all i,
Si .C, e/  Si .T , e/ and

Si .C, E/  Si .T , E/:

Assumption 6 implies that the treatment has a non-negative effect on the intermediate variable S irrespective of the encouragement. As with assumption 5, it is not directly testable,
but the data can falsify it when, in large samples, the estimated treatment effect on the intermediate variable is negative among either encouraged or non-encouraged units. Assumption 6
may be controversial and untenable in a particular application. Actually, its plausibility may
depend not only on the study design but also on the scientiﬁc theory behind any particular
application. However, it appears to be plausible in many contexts. For instance, in the drug
treatment example, assumption 6 states that the new drug has a non-negative effect on taking additional rescue medication both for patients who are encouraged to use some additional
rescue medication and for patients who are not. Since the drug treatment has side effects, we
believe that assumption 6 is likely to be satisﬁed. In the physical activity example, dichotomizing the body mass index (the intermediate variable) as ‘not obese’ (S = 1) versus ‘obese’
(S = 0), assumption 6 implies that subjects who would be not obese without doing exercise
would be not obese also doing exercise, irrespective of whether they are or are not encouraged to follow a speciﬁc diet. This assumption appears to be reasonable; in fact, although it
is conceivable that physical activity has little or no effect on the reduction of obesity, it is
more difﬁcult to understand how it may cause an increase in obesity. In the programme evaluation example, assumption 6 may be made plausible by appropriately designing the training
programme. For instance, the training programme might ease the achievement of a secondary
educational degree, by providing participants with academic and vocational skills. In such a
case, it is reasonable to believe that the training programme has a non-negative effect on the
achievement of a secondary educational degree regardless of whether a subject is encouraged
or not.
Together, the monotonicity assumptions 5 and 6 rule out the existence of principal strata
2–4, 6–9 and 12–14, leading to a classiﬁcation of units across principal strata, which allows us
to investigate the beneﬁts of our augmented randomized design with respect to a standard randomized design. Under assumptions 1–6, we can point identify the proportion of units which
belong to principal strata 1 and 16 (Tables 3 and 4),
π1 = 1 − P1|TE

and

π16 = P1|Ce ,

.3/

and derive large sample bounds for the other principal strata proportions and the PSDE
estimands. The partial identiﬁcation strategy that we pursue is similar in spirit to those in Flores
and Flores-Lagunes (2009b), Imai (2008), Lee (2009) and Zhang and Rubin (2003). However,
our general set-up has peculiar features, stemming from the encouragement variable for the
intermediate outcome. In addition, the causal estimands of interest are different.
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Principal strata under assumptions 5

Gi

Si (C, e)

Si (C, E)

Si (T , e)

Si (T , E)

1
5
10
11
15
16

0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
1
0
1
1

0
0
0
1
1
1

0
1
1
1
1
1

Table 4. Observed groups with associated possible latent principal strata under assumptions 5
and 6
Ziobs
C
C
C
C
T
T
T
T

5.

Wiobs

Siobs

e
e
E
E
e
e
E
E

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

Latent strata
1

5
1
10
1
11

5

10

10
16
5
15
5
15
1
11

11

15

11
16
10
16
15

16

Large sample bounds for principal strata direct effects

Assumptions 1–6, along with the two equations in expression (3), imply that
π5 + π10 = P1|TE − P1|Te ,

.4/

π5 + π11 = P1|TE − P1|CE ,

.5/

π10 + π15 = P1|CE − P1|Ce ,

.6/

π11 + π15 = P1|Te − P1|Ce :

.7/

For equations (4)–(7) to hold, the differences on their right-hand sides must be non-negative.
P1|TE − P1|CE is the average causal effect of the treatment on the intermediate outcome among
units randomly encouraged; P1|CE − P1|Ce and P1|TE − P1|Te are the average causal effects of the
encouragement on the intermediate outcome among units randomly assigned to the standard
and the active treatment respectively and P1|Te − P1|Ce is the average causal effect of the treatment
on the intermediate outcome among units which are not encouraged. Therefore, assumptions
5 and 6 are not falsiﬁed by the data if, in large samples, these causal effects are non-negative.
Using equations (3)–(5), and taking into account that the principal strata proportions need
to add up to 1 (1 = π1 + π5 + π10 + π11 + π15 + π16 ), we have
π10 = P1|TE − P1|Te − π5 ,

.8/

π11 = P1|TE − P1|CE − π5 ,

.9/

π15 = π5 + P1|CE − P1|Ce − .P1|TE − P1|Te /:

.10/
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Equations (8)–(10) hold for any π5 such that
max{0; P1|TE − P1|Te − .P1|CE − P1|Ce /}  π5  min.P1|TE − P1|CE ; P1|TE − P1|Te /:

.11/

We now establish large sample bounds on the PSDEs. To write these bounds formally we
introduce some extra notation. Let πg|zws denote the conditional probability that a unit belongs
to principal stratum g, g = 1, 5, 10, 11, 15, 16, given that the unit is observed to belong to the
OBS.z, w, s/ group, z = C, T , w = e, E, s = 0, 1: πg|zws = Pr.Gi = g|Ziobs = z, Wiobs = w, Siobs = s/:
Each OBS.z, w, s/ group is the πg|zws mixture of some principal strata g, g = 1, 5, 10, 11, 15, 16.
The conditional probabilities πg|zws cannot be point identiﬁed (except for π1|zws and π16|zws ).
However, large sample bounds can be easily derived minimizing (or maximizing) their expressions over the possible range of π5 (see equation (11)). Throughout, let minπ5 {ψ.π5 /} and
maxπ5 {ψ.π5 /} denote the minimum and the maximum of the function ψ with respect to π5 .
α obs
Proposition 1. Deﬁne Ezws [Yiobs ] = E[Yiobs |Ziobs = z, Wiobs = w, Siobs = s] and let Ezws
[Yi ] and
α obs
obs
Ezws [Yi ] be the conditional expectations of Y
in the α- (0 < α < 1) fraction of the observed

group OBS.z, w, s/ with the smallest and largest values of the outcome variable Y respectively.
Then, under assumptions 1–6, the following bounds can be derived:
π

π

ETe0 [Yiobs ] − ECe01, 5, 10|Ce0 [Yiobs ]  PSDE.0, e, e/  ETe0 [Yiobs ] − ECe01, 5, 10|Ce0 [Yiobs ],
π

.12/

π

ETE0 [Yiobs ] − min.ECe01|Ce0 [Yiobs ]; ECE01|CE0 [Yiobs ]/
 PSDE.0, e, E/ = PSDE.0, E, E/ 

.13/

π
π
ETE0 [Yiobs ] − max.ECe01|Ce0 [Yiobs ]; ECE01|CE0 [Yiobs ]/,
π

π

minπ5 .ETe01, 5|Te0 [Yiobs ] − ECE01, 5|CE0 [Yiobs ]/
 PSDE.0, E, e/ 

.14/

π
π
maxπ5 .ETe01, 5|Te0 [Yiobs ] − ECE01, 5|CE0 [Yiobs ]/,
π

π

max.ETe116|Te1 [Yiobs ]; ETE116|TE1 [Yiobs ]/ − ECe1 [Yiobs ]
 PSDE.1, e, e/ = PSDE.1, e, E/ 

.15/

π
π
min.ETe116|Te1 [Yiobs ]; ETE116|TE1 [Yiobs ]/ − ECe1 [Yiobs ],
π

π

minπ5 .ETe115, 16|Te1 [Yiobs ] − ECE115, 16|CE1 [Yiobs ]/
 PSDE.1, E, e/ 

.16/

π
π
maxπ5 .ETe115, 16|Te1 [Yiobs ] − ECE115, 16|CE1 [Yiobs ]/,
π

ETE110, 15, 16|TE1 [Yiobs ] − ECE1 [Yiobs ] 
π

PSDE.1, E, E/  ETE110, 15, 16|TE1 [Yiobs ] − ECE1 [Yiobs ]
where
π1,5,10|Ce0 ≡


g∈{1,5,10}

π1|Ce0 =

πg|Ce0 =

1 − P1|TE
,
1 − P1|Ce

1 − P1|Te
,
1 − P1|Ce

(17)
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1 − P1|TE
,
1 − P1|CE
1 − P1|TE + π5
π1,5|CE0 ≡ π1|CE0 + π5|CE0 =
,
1 − P1|CE
1 − P1|TE + π5
,
π1,5|Te0 ≡ π1|Te0 + π5|Te0 =
1 − P1|Te
P1|Ce
,
π16|Te1 =
P1|Te
P1|Ce
,
π16|TE1 =
P1|TE
π1|CE0 =

P1|CE − .P1|TE − P1|Te / + π5
,
P1|Te
P1|CE − .P1|TE − P1|Te / + π5
,
π15,16|CE1 ≡ π15|CE1 + π16|CE1 =
P1|CE
π15,16|Te1 ≡ π15|Te1 + π16|Te1 =

and
π10,15,16|TE1 ≡


g∈{10,15,16}

πg|TE1 =

P1|CE
:
P1|TE

The proof is given in Appendix A, where we also provide simple estimators for the bounds.
6.

Illustrative example

In this section we apply our results to a hypothetical study example, which has been adapted
from Pearl (2001). Suppose that we are interested in assessing the causal effect of a new drug
treatment having headache as a side effect. Patients who suffer from headache tend to take
rescue medication, which, in turn, may have its own effect on the disease or may strengthen (or
weaken) the effect of the drug on the disease. To assess the causal effect of the new drug treatment
on the primary outcome, and also to decide whether the use of rescue medication should be
encouraged or discouraged during the treatment, a study is planned, where each patient can be
potentially assigned either the new drug treatment (Zi = T ) or the standard (placebo) treatment
(Zi = C). Simultaneously, each patient can be either encouraged (Wi = E) or not encouraged
(Wi = e) to take rescue medication against headache.
Tables 5 and 6 respectively show the full (hypothetical) data and the corresponding PSDEs
under the SUTVA and assumptions 3–6, which are given in Section 4. The sixth column of Table 5
shows the principal strata proportions: each principal stratum comprises a proportion of 16%
of all patients, except principal stratum 11, which comprises a proportion of 20% of all patients.
From Table 5, we can see that, if everyone were assigned treatment and encouraged, 84%
.= 16% + 16% + 20% + 16% + 16%/ would take rescue medication, whereas, if everyone were
assigned control and encouraged, 48% .= 16% + 16% + 16%/ would take rescue medication.
Analogously, if everyone were assigned treatment and not encouraged, 52% .= 20% + 16% +
16%/ would take rescue medication, whereas, if everyone were assigned control and not encouraged, only 16% would take rescue medication. Thus, both the new drug treatment and the
encouragement have quite a strong positive causal effect on usage of rescue medication.
The total effect of the treatment Z on the primary outcome Y is

E[Yi .T , E/ − Yi .C, E/] =
πg E[Yi .T , E/ − Yi .C, E/|Gi = g] = 0:420
g=1,5,10,11,15,16
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Table 5.
Gi

Full hypothetical data under assumptions 3–6

Si (C, e)

Si (C, E)

Si (T , e)

1
5
10
11
15
16

0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
1
0
1
1

Table 6.

PSDEs correponding to Table 5

Si (T , E)

0
0
0
1
1
1

PSDEGs‚w‚w (s; w, w )

πg

0
1
1
1
1
1

0.16
0.16
0.16
0.20
0.16
0.16

Expected values
Yi (C, e)

Yi (C, E)

Yi (T , e)

Yi (T , E)

0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.3

0.1
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.3

0.2
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.8
0.9

0.2
0.5
0.7
0.7
0.8
0.9

PSDE(s; w, w ),
mean

Gi : { Si (C, e), Si (C, E), Si (T , e), Si (T , E)}

s

w

w

Gi = 1,
{ 0, 0, 0, 0}

Gi = 5,
{ 0, 0, 0, 1}

Gi = 10,
{ 0, 1, 0, 1}

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

e
E
e
E
e
e
E
E

e
E
E
e
e
E
e
E

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.2

0.3

for encouraged units, and
E[Yi .T , e/ − Yi .C, e/] =

Gi = 15,
{ 0, 1, 1, 1}

Gi = 16,
{ 1, 1, 1, 1}

0.2

0.4


g=1,5,10,11,15,16

0.5
0.5

0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6

0.20
0.10
0.10
0.15
0.60
0.60
0.55
0.50

πg E[Yi .T , e/ − Yi .C, e/|Gi = g] = 0:388

for not-encouraged units. PSDEs for patients who would use rescue medication under both
treatment arms range from 0.5 to 0.6 and are higher than PSDEs for patients who would not
use rescue medication under both treatment arms, which range from 0.1 to 0.2.
Now suppose that an experiment is conducted where the sample is randomly divided into
four groups, with the ﬁrst receiving Z = T and W = E, the second receiving Z = T and W = e,
the third receiving Z = C and W = E, and the fourth receiving Z = C and W = e.
Table 7 presents some summary statistics for the sample, classiﬁed by treatment assignment Ziobs , encouragement assignment Wiobs and rescue medication usage Siobs . Table 7
provides a simple mediation analysis based on standard methods which directly control for
observed values of the post-treatment variable. Speciﬁcally, we can easily estimate net treatment
effects of assignment .Z, W/ adjusting for the observed value of the post-treatment variable
Siobs : ETes [Yiobs ] − ECes [Yiobs ] = 0:171 .s = 0/, 0:492 .s = 1/; ETEs [Yiobs ] − ECes [Yiobs ] = 0:038 .s =
0/, 0:419 .s = 1/; ETes [Yiobs ] − ECEs [Yiobs ] = 0:195 .s = 0/, 0:492 .s = 1/; ETEs [Yiobs ] − ECEs [Yiobs ] =
0:062 .s = 0/, 0:419 .s = 1/. Integrating out the observed encouragement variable W obs , we have
ET 0 [Yiobs ] − EC0 [Yiobs ] = 0:147 and ET 1 [Yiobs ] − EC1 [Yiobs ] = 0:447. The standard interpretation
of these results would be that the new drug treatment has a positive effect on the disease status,
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Table 7.
Ziobs

Summary statistics of hypothetical observed data
Wiobs

Siobs

Observed
proportions

Means
Rescue
medication
usage
(Siobs )

C
C
T
T
C
C
C
C
T
T
T
T
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e
E
e
E
e
e
E
E
e
e
E
E

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.21
0.04
0.13
0.12
0.12
0.13
0.04
0.21

0.16
0.48
0.52
0.84
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

Disease
status
(Yiobs )

0.184
0.216
0.572
0.636
0.162
0.300
0.138
0.300
0.333
0.792
0.200
0.719

and this effect appears to be higher among patients who take rescue medication against headache
(i : Siobs = 1). Although these results do not clash with the real PSDEs, the differences between
the average outcome among subjects who take rescue medication when assigned new versus
standard treatment are lower than the PSDEs for patients who would use rescue medication
under both treatment arms. In addition, we must keep in mind that the net treatment effects lack
a causal interpretation, because they involve comparisons between sets of potential outcomes
on different sets of units, the observed groups OBS.z, w, s/, z = C, T , w = e, E and s = 0, 1, which
are mixtures of different principal strata.
From the observed data in Table 7, we immediately have P1|Ce = 0:16, P1|CE = 0:48, P1|Te = 0:52
and P1|TE = 0:84, so, from equation (11), the bounds for π5 are 0  π5  0:32.
Tables 8 and 9 show the bounds for the PSDEs, calculated by using the results in proposition
1. All our bounds contain the actual PSDEs and provide useful information about the direct
effect of the treatment on the outcome. The estimated bounds for PSDE.1, e, e/ = PSDE.1; e, E/
and PSDE.1; E, E/ cover only positive regions and are relatively narrow, suggesting that there
is a positive direct effect of the drug treatment on the disease for patients who would take rescue
medication under both treatment arms. The drug treatment seems to have a positive, although
lower, direct effect also for patients belonging to principal strata where Si .T , e/ = Si .C, e/ = 0:
0:050  PSDE.0; e, e/  0:333. Some uncertainty is in the sign of the causal effects PSDE.0; E, e/
and PSDE.1; E, e/, although the positive region that is covered by the bounds is larger than the
negative region. In contrast, the data do not provide decisive evidence on the direct effects
PSDE.0, E, E/ = PSDE.0, e, E/.
To investigate the beneﬁt of the presence versus the absence of an encouragement variable
for the intermediate outcome, the estimated bounds in Tables 8 and 9 are now compared and
contrasted with the bounds which would be derived in a standard randomized experiment where
the intermediate variable is not randomly encouraged. To make the two designs comparable, we
assume monotonicity of the intermediate outcome with respect to the treatment (Si .T/  Si .C/),
which implies that the principal stratum {i : Si .C/ = 1, Si .T/ = 0} is empty. We also assume that in
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Table 8.

Estimated bounds

Principal
strata
proportions
π1
π5
π10
π11
π15
π16

Table 9.

Lower
bound

Upper
bound

0.16
0.00
0.00
0.04
0.00

0.32
0.32
0.36
0.32
0.16

Estimated bounds

Estimand,
PSDE(s; w, w )

Lower
bound

Upper
bound

Proportions of units with
Si (T , w ) = Si (C, w) = s
Lower
bound

PSDE.0; e, e/
PSDE.0; E, E/ = PSDE.0; e, E/
PSDE.0; E, e/
PSDE.1; e, e/ = PSDE.1; e, E/
PSDE.1; E, e/
PSDE.1; E, E/

0.050
−0.250
−0.450
0.025
−0.550
0.208

0.333
0.200
0.975
0.700
1.000
0.700

Upper
bound

0.16

0.80
0.16

0.16

0.48
0.16

0.16
0.16

0.48
0.80

the standard randomized study subjects behave as they would behave in the augmented randomized study when assigned to not be encouraged. This assumption implies that Si .z/ = Si .z, e/,
and Yi .z/ = Yi .z, e/, for z = C, T .
Tables 10–12 show the hypothetical full and observed data of the standard randomized
experiment, and the corresponding estimated bounds for PSDE(0) and PSDE(1) deﬁned in
equation (1). Consistently with the above assumptions, these bounds are similar to those for
PSDE.0; e, e/ and PSDE.1; e, e/ = PSDE.1; e, E/ respectively. (Following Manski (2003), large
sample bounds for PSDE.s/, s = 0, 1, can be easily derived. Speciﬁcally, deﬁne Ezs [Yiobs ] =
α obs
α obs
E[Yiobs |Ziobs = z, Siobs = s], and let Ezs
[Yi ] and Ezs
[Yi ] be the conditional expectations of
obs
for the α- (0 < α < 1) fraction of smallest and largest values of Y respectively for the obY
served group with Ziobs = z, and Siobs = s. Then, under the SUTVA, randomization and the monoπ
tonicity assumption Si .T/  Si .C/, we have ET 0 [Yiobs ] − EC0 1|C0 [Yiobs ]  PSDE.0/  ET 0 [Yiobs ] −
π1|C0 obs
π4|T 1 obs
π
obs
EC0 [Yi ] and ET 1 [Yi ] − EC1 [Yi ]  PSDE.1/  ET 1 4|T 1 [Yiobs ] − EC1 [Yiobs ], where
obs
obs
π1|C0 = Pr{Si .C/ = Si .T/ = 0|Zi = C, Si = 0} and π4|T 1 = Pr{Si .C/ = Si .T/ = 1|Ziobs = T , Siobs =
1}. In large samples, π1|C0 = .1 − P1|T /=.1 − P1|C / and π4|T 1 = P1|C =P1|T , where Ps|z =
Pr.Siobs = s|Ziobs = z/, z = C, T , s = 0, 1.)
The major gain of our augmented randomized design with respect to the standard design can be observed by comparing the estimated bounds for PSDE.1; E, E/ with those for
PSDE.1/: the ﬁrst bound is narrower and more informative. Speciﬁcally, the estimated bounds
for PSDE.1; E, E/ ([0:208; 0:700]) suggest that there is a positive and quite strong direct effect
of the drug treatment on the disease for subjects who would take rescue medication irrespective
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Table 10.
Gi

Table 11.
Ziobs

Standard randomized design: full data

Si (C)

1
3
4

0
0
1

Si (T )

0
1
1

πi

0.48
0.36
0.16

Expected values
Yi (C)

Yi (T )

0.13
0.20
0.30

0.33
0.74
0.90

PSDE(s)

0.2
0.6

Standard randomized design: observed data
Siobs

Observed
proportions

Means
Rescue
medication
usage
(Siobs )

C
T
C
C
T
T
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0
1
0
1

0.50
0.50
0.42
0.08
0.24
0.26

0.16
0.52
0
1
0
1

Disease
status
(Yiobs )

0.184
0.604
0.162
0.300
0.333
0.792

Table12. Standard randomized design:
estimated bounds
Estimand

π1
π3
π4
PSDE.0/
PSDE.1/

Lower
bound

Upper
bound
0.48
0.36
0.16

0.050
0.019

0.333
0.700

of the treatment under encouragement. The bounds for PSDE.1/ ([0:019; 0:700]) also show
some evidence that the treatment has a positive direct effect for subjects who would take rescue
medication irrespective of the treatment, but they are not informative on the size of this effect,
allowing for a somewhat small effect.
These results might be at least partially justiﬁed, thinking carefully about what kind of information is given by the two designs. A key feature of our augmented randomized design is that
it may provide information about the direct effect of the treatment also for subjects who would
belong to principal strata where we would not generally be able to disentangle direct and indirect effects if a standard randomized experiment was conducted. Speciﬁcally, in a standard
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randomized experiment, information on PSDEs is only provided by units belonging to either
the principal stratum {i : Si .C/ = Si .T/ = 0} or the principal stratum {i : Si .C/ = Si .T/ = 1}. Units
belonging to the other principal strata, {i : Si .C/ = s, Si .T/ = 1 − s}, s = 0, 1 (principal stratum
G = 3 in our example; see Table 10), give no direct information on the existence of PSDEs.
However, such a type of units could potentially provide some information on the direct causal
effects of the treatment if an encouragement design for the intermediate outcome was applied.
In other words, each principal stratum deﬁned by .Si .C/, Si .T// might be split into more principal strata under an encouragement design for the intermediate outcome, digging out some
individual behaviour which might be useful to draw inference about PSDEs.
7.

Augmented designs versus standard designs

We now try formally to compare our augmented randomized design and a standard randomized design. For this we need a common causal estimand, which is deﬁned as an overall direct
effect for the entire population, which has the drawback of involving the concept of a priori
counterfactual outcomes, as explained in Section 2. Therefore, to deﬁne overall direct effects
formally we need to extend the theoretical framework underlying our augmented randomized
design and the standard randomized design to allow for a priori counterfactual outcomes.
Assumption 7 (SUTVA with a priori counterfactuals).
(a) If Zi = Zi , then Si .Z/ = Si .Z /.
(b) If Zi = Zi and Si = Si , then Yi .Z, S/ = Yi .Z , S /.
First, we focus on a standard randomized design, where the intermediate variable is not randomly encouraged. Under the SUTVA, which has now been formalized as assumption 7, we
have two potential intermediate outcomes Si .C/ and Si .T/, and four potential primary outcomes, Yi {C, Si .C/ = 0}, Yi {T , Si .T/ = 0}, Yi {C, Si .C/ = 1} and Yi {T , Si .T/ = 1}. The ADE can
be deﬁned as the mean difference between Yi {T , Si .T/ = s} and Yi {C, Si .C/ = s} while holding
the mediator ﬁxed at some level s:
ADE.s/ = E[Yi {T , Si .T/ = s}] − E[Yi {C, Si .C/ = s}]

s = 0, 1:

.18/

Random assignment of the treatment Z implies the following assumption.
Assumption 8 (randomization of the treatment with a priori counterfactuals). For all i,
{Si .z/, Yi {z, Si .z/ = 0}, Yi {z, Si .z/ = 1}}z=C,T ⊥⊥Zi :
Assumptions 7 and 8 alone do not lead to point-identify the ADE. However, large sample
bounds for the ADE can be derived following Manski (2003). The following proposition provides
a simple generalization to bounded outcomes of the bounds on the ADE for binary outcomes
derived by Cai et al. (2008), using the symbolic Balke–Pearl method (Balke and Pearl, 1997).
Proposition 2. Suppose that Y {z, S.z/ = s} is bounded within some known interval [Lzs , Uzs ],
where −∞ < Lzs  Uzs < ∞, z = C, T and s = 0, 1. Deﬁne Ezs [Yiobs ] = E[Yiobs |Ziobs = T , Siobs = s]
and Ps|z = Pr.Siobs = s|Ziobs = z/, z = C, T and s = 0, 1. Then, under assumptions 7 and 8, the
following bounds can be derived:
ETs [Yiobs ]Ps|T + LTs .1 − Ps|T / − {ECs [Yiobs ]Ps|C + UCs .1 − Ps|C /}
 ADE.s/  ETs [Yiobs ]Ps|T + UTs .1 − Ps|T / − {ECs [Yiobs ]Ps|C + LCs .1 − Ps|C /}
for s = 0, 1.

.19/
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The width of the bounds in equation (19) is
width.s/ = .UCs − LCs /.1 − Ps|C / + .UTs − LTs /.1 − Ps|T /,
which depends on both the selection probabilities 1 − Ps|z as well as the width of the intervals
[Lzs , Uzs ], z = C, T .
When an encouragement design for the intermediate variable is combined with a treatment
randomized experiment, assumption 7 (the SUTVA) and the deﬁnition of the ADE in equation
(18) change slightly. Assumption 7 turns into assumption 9.
Assumption 9 (the SUTVA with a priori counterfactuals).
(a) If Zi = Zi and Wi = Wi , then Si .Z, W/ = Si .Z , W /.
(b) If Zi = Zi , Wi = Wi and Si = Si , then Yi {Z, W, S.Z, W/} = Yi {Z , W , S .Z , W /}.
Alternative deﬁnitions of the ADE can be considered. For the reasons that are discussed
below, we focus on the following estimand:
ADE.s; w/ = E[Yi .T , w, s/] − E[Yi .C, w, s/]

w = e, E,

s = 0, 1:

.20/

Since the augmented design involves two randomly assigned treatments (the primary treatment variable Z and the encouragement variable W ), the following ignorability assumption
holds.
Assumption 10 (randomization of the treatment and the encouragement with a priori counterfactuals). For all i,
{Si .z, w/, Yi {z, w, Si .z, w/ = 0}, Yi {z, w, Si .z, w/ = 1}}z=C,T ;w=e,E ⊥⊥.Zi , Wi /:
Bounds for ADE.s; w/ are now derived taking into account the augmented nature of the
design. To establish bounds for ADE.s; w/ no assumption is required in addition to assumptions 9 and 10. However, the exclusion restriction assumption 3 and the monotonicity assumption 5, part (a), or 5, part (b), (along with assumption 4) characterize our augmented design;
therefore we maintain these assumptions, by extending them to involve a priori counterfactuals.
Assumption 3 justiﬁes our focus on the causal estimand ADE.s; w/. If assumption 3 holds,
Yi {z, e, Si .z, e/ = s} and Yi {z, E, Si .z, E/ = s} have the same distribution, for each z = C, T , and
s = 0, 1; therefore average (overall) direct effects could be deﬁned irrespective of the encouragement as the causal effect on the outcome Y of the .T , w / versus the .C, w/ treatment
(w, w ∈ {e, E}), while holding the intermediate variable S ﬁxed at some predetermined level, s.
In addition, if the encouragement has no direct effect on the outcome, ADE.s; w/ and ADE.s/
can be reasonably viewed as the same estimand, measuring the effect of the treatment Z on
the outcome Y not mediated through the intermediated variable S, and can thus be compared.
Finally, as we show below, the monotonicity assumption 5, part (a), or 5, part (b), allows us to
justify the focus on either ADE.0; w/ or ADE.1; w/ according to the role of the encouragement.
Proposition 3. Suppose that Y {z, w, S.z, w/ = s} is bounded within some known interval [Lzws ,
Uzws ], where −∞ < Lzws  Uzws < ∞, z = C, T , W = e, E and s = 0, 1. Then, under assumptions
9 and 10, the following bounds can be derived:
ET ws [Yiobs ]Ps|T w + LT ws .1 − Ps|T w / − {ECws [Yiobs ]Ps|Cw + UCws .1 − Ps|Cw /}
 ADE.s; w/  ET ws [Yiobs ]Ps|T w + UT ws .1 − Ps|T w / − {ECws [Yiobs ]Ps|Cw + LCws .1 − Ps|Cw /}
.21/
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for s = 0, 1 and w = e, E.
We omit the proof of this proposition, which is relatively simple, but it is available on request
from the authors. The width of the bound in equation (21) is
width.s; w/ = .UCws − LCws /.1 − Ps|Cw / + .UT ws − LT ws /.1 − Ps|T w /:
As we might expect, the expressions for the bound widths width.s/ and width.s; w/ suggest that the beneﬁts of our augmented design versus a standard randomized design depend
on the role of the encouragement. Speciﬁcally, suppose that, for ﬁxed values of W = wÅ and
S = sÅ , UzwÅ sÅ = UzsÅ and LzwÅ sÅ = LzsÅ for z = C, T . If 1 − PsÅ |zwÅ  1 − PsÅ |z , z = C, T , then
width.sÅ ; wÅ /  width.sÅ /. This result depends on the study design in the sense that the relationship 1 − PsÅ |zwÅ  1 − PsÅ |z , z = C, T , holds if the encouragement status wÅ boosts units to
exhibit a value of the intermediate variable S equal to sÅ , which is postulated.
To ﬁx the ideas, suppose that sÅ = 1, and focus on ADE.1/ and ADE.1; E/. Throughout,
we assume that UzwsÅ = UzsÅ and LzwÅ sÅ = LzsÅ for z = C, T , wÅ = E and sÅ = 1. In a standard
randomized experiment, the bounds for ADE.1/ are more informative the higher the proportion of units that would always exhibit a positive value of the intermediate variable regardless
of treatment assignment (the proportion of units belonging to {i : Si .C/ = 1, Si .T/ = 1}). In this
respect, we can reasonably expect that, in an augmented design where the encouragement boosts
units that exhibit a positive value of the mediating variable, the proportion of units that would
exhibit a positive value of the mediator S when encouraged under either the C- or the T -treatment is higher than the proportion of units that would exhibit a positive value of the mediator
S when not encouraged under either the C- or the T -treatment. Intuitively, therefore, if the
encouragement can move units from the group of those who would show a zero value of the
mediator under either the standard treatment or the active treatment to the group of units that
would exhibit a positive mediator value regardless of treatment assignment when encouraged,
then its presence improves the partial estimates of the ADE, by tightening the bounds.
8.

Concluding remarks

In this paper we propose a new augmented design, where the treatment is randomized, and the
mediating variable is not forced, but only randomly encouraged, and show how this source of
exogenous variation may help to identify and estimate causal PSDEs.
Our augmented design is similar in spirit to the encouragement designs that were proposed
by Imai et al. (2010c), although there are key differences between the two approaches. Imai
et al. (2010c) focused on different estimands, namely direct and indirect effects deﬁned at the
individual level, and their encouragement designs, the parallel and crossover encouragement
designs, allow them to identify averages of these effects for speciﬁc subpopulations. In these
designs, the encouragement aims at relaxing sequential ignorability assumptions, which are
usually made to identify direct and indirect effects in standard randomized experiments (e.g.
Robins (2003) and Imai et al. (2010b)). Conversely, we focus on PSDEs, which are causal direct
effects for speciﬁc subpopulations. Therefore, our approach does not require involving parallel and crossover designs, but we must ‘simply’ augment the standard randomized experiment
with an encouragement variable for the intermediate outcome. In our augmented design, the
encouragement leads to a ﬁner partition of the population into principal strata, allowing us
to obtain information on direct effects for types of units, which would, in general, provide no
information in a standard randomized experiment.
In this paper, we provide a set of assumptions leading to identify PSDEs partially for the
case in which the treatment and the encouragement are randomly assigned and the intermediate
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variable is binary. We empirically show that our bounds on the PSDEs are narrower and more
informative than those which we would derive in a standard randomized experiment. The beneﬁts of the presence of an encouragement for the intermediate outcome are also formally shown,
focusing on an ADE for the entire population. As we expect, these results strongly depend on
the role of the encouragement and the design of the study.
As with any partial identiﬁcation results, estimated bounds from a given sample may turn
out to be uninformative, in which case making additional assumptions may be required. Future
research will focus on addressing this issue. If pretreatment variables are available, auxiliary
information from them can be used to enhance the efﬁciency of estimation and to sharpen
the bounds. Indeed, although covariates do not enter the treatment or encouragement assignment mechanism in our augmented experimental design, they can improve both prediction of
the missing potential outcomes as well as prediction of principal strata membership. Further
sharpening of the bounds will be pursued exploiting (semi)parametric models within a Bayesian
framework. A Bayesian approach will be also used for assessing the sensitivity of the results
to deviations from the key assumptions. The planning phase of our augmented designs will
be further investigated, to develop ‘optimal’ augmented designs, which allow us to achieve a
required precision for estimating PSDEs, and to minimize the study’s cost (e.g. Frangakis and
Baker (2001)). Finally, we propose to study how our augmented design can be used as a template
for the analysis of direct and indirect causal effects in observational studies.
Appendix A
A.1. Proof of proposition 1
Assumptions 4–6 imply that
PSDE.0; e, e/ = E[Yi .T , e/ − Yi .C, e/|Gi ∈ {1, 5, 10}],

.22/

PSDE.0; e, E/ = E[Yi .T , E/ − Yi .C, e/|Gi = 1] = PSDE1 .0; e, E/,

.23/

PSDE.0; E, E/ = E[Yi .T , E/ − Yi .C, E/|Gi = 1] = PSDE1 .0; E, E/,

.24/

PSDE.0; E, e/ = E[Yi .T , e/ − Yi .C, E/|Gi ∈ {1, 5}]

.25/

PSDE.1; e, e/ = E[Yi .T , e/ − Yi .C, e/|Gi = 16] = PSDE16 .1; e, e/,

.26/

PSDE.1; e, E/ = E[Yi .T , E/ − Yi .C, e/|Gi = 16] = PSDE16 .1; e, E/,

.27/

PSDE.1; E, e/ = E[Yi .T , e/ − Yi .C, E/|Gi ∈ {15, 16}],

.28/

PSDE.1; E, E/ = E[Yi .T , E/ − Yi .C, E/|Gi ∈ {10, 15, 16}]:

.29/

and

Bounds on PSDE.0; e, e/ can be derived by using information provided by the OBS.T , e, 0/ and the
OBS.C, e, 0/ groups. The OBS.T , e, 0/ group includes only units belonging to one of the principal strata
1, 5 and 10; thus, in large samples, E[Yi .T , e/|Gi ∈ {1, 5, 10}] = ETe0 [Yiobs ]. The OBS.C, e, 0/ group is the
π1|Ce0 , π5|Ce0 , π10|Ce0 , π11|Ce0 and π15|Ce0 mixture of the principal strata 1, 5, 10, 11 and 15. The conditional
probability that a unit belongs to either stratum 1, or stratum 5 or stratum 10 given his or her membership
to the OBS.C, e, 0/ group is

1 − P1|Te
π1, 5, 10|Ce0 ≡
πg|Ce0 =
:
1 − P1|Ce
g∈{1, 5, 10}
π

π

Therefore, ECe01, 5, 10|Ce0 [Yiobs ]  E[Yi .C, e/|Gi ∈ {1, 5, 10}]  ECe01, 5, 10|Ce0 [Yiobs ]. Then, the large sample bounds
for PSDE.0; e, e/ in equation (12) follow immediately by using the equality given in equation (22). Bounds
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on PSDE.1; E, E/ can be derived in a similar way, using information that is provided by the OBS.T , E, 1/
and the OBS.C, E, 1/ groups and the equality given in equation (29).
Next, consider PSDE.0; e, E/ and π
PSDE.0; E, E/. Inπlarge samples, E[Yi .T , E/|Gi = 1] =πETE0 [Yiobs ],
π
ECe01|Ce0 [Yiobs ]  E[Yi .C, e/|Gi = 1]  ECe01|Ce0 [Yiobs ] and ECE01|CE0 [Yiobs ]  E[Yi .C, E/|Gi = 1]  ECE01|CE0 [Yiobs ],
where π1|Ce0 = .1 − P1|TE /=.1 − P1|Ce /, and π1|CE0 = .1 − P1|TE /=.1 − P1|CE /. Therefore, from equations (23)
and (24) we have
π

π

.30/

π

.31/

ETE0 [Yiobs ] − ECe01|Ce0 [Yiobs ]  PSDE.0; e, E/  ETE0 [Yiobs ] − ECe01|Ce0 [Yiobs ]
and
π

ETE0 [Yiobs ] − ECE01|CE0 [Yiobs ]  PSDE.0; E, E/  ETE0 [Yiobs ] − ECE01|CE0 [Yiobs ]:

Assumption 3 implies that PSDE1 .0; e, E/ = PSDE1 .0; E, E/; thus the bounds in equation (13) can be
immediately derived by combining the bounds in equations (30) and (31). A similar reasoning leads to
derive bounds on PSDE.1; e, e/ and PSDE.1; e, E/, using information provided by the OBS.C, e, 1/, the
OBS.T , e, 1/ and the OBS.T , E, 1/ groups, equations (26) and (27), and assumption 3, which implies that
PSDE16 .1; e, e/ = PSDE16 .1; e, E/.
Finally, consider PSDE.0; E, e/ and PSDE.1; E, e/. To derive bounds for PSDE.0; E, e/ and PSDE.1; E,
e/, we ﬁrst assume that the value of π5 is known. Focus on PSDE.0; E, e/. Given a ﬁxed value of π5 , let
π1, 5|CE0 = .1 − P1|TE + π5 /=.1 − P1|CE / and π1, 5|Te0 = .1 − P1|TE + π5 /=.1 − P1|Te /. Then, given equation (25)
we have that the lower and upper bounds on PSDE.0, E, e/ are
π

π

π

π

ETe0 1, 5|Te0 [Yiobs ] − ECE01, 5|CE0 [Yiobs ]  PSDE.0; E, e/  ETe0 1, 5|Te0 [Yiobs ] − ECE01, 5|CE0 [Yiobs ]:
Analogously, using information provided by the OBS.C, E, 1/ and the OBS.T , e, 1/ groups and equation
(28) we have that the lower and upper bounds on PSDE.1, E, e/ are
π

π

π

π

ETe1 15, 16|Te1 [Yiobs ] − ECE115, 16|CE1 [Yiobs ]  PSDE.1; E, e/  ETe1 15, 16|Te1 [Yiobs ] − ECE115, 16|CE1 [Yiobs ],
where
π15, 16|CE1 =

P1|CE − .P1|TE − P1|Te / + π5
P1|CE

and
π15, 16|Te1 =

P1|CE − .P1|TE − P1|Te / + π5
:
P1|Te

Since the value of π5 is unknown, minimizing the lower bounds and maximizing the upper bounds over
the possible range of π5 gives the desired bounds on the PSDE.0, E, e/ and PSDE.1, E, e/ in equations
(14) and (16) respectively.

A.2. Simple estimators for the bounds derived in proposition 1

The sampling process allows us to identify the conditional distributions Ps|z, w , the conditional expected
α
α
values Ezws [Yiobs ] and the conditional lower and upper trimmed means Ezws
[Yiobs ] and Ezws
[Yiobs ], 0 < α < 1.
Therefore ﬁnding estimators for the bounds that are deﬁned in proposition 1 is relatively straightforward.
For instance, the following estimators can be used:
n


P̂ s|zw =
n


Êzws [Yiobs ] =

i=1

i=1

1.Ziobs = z/ 1.Wiobs = w/ 1.Siobs = s/
n

i

,
1.Ziobs = z/ 1.Wiobs = w/

1.Ziobs = z/ 1.Wiobs = w/1.Siobs = s/Yiobs

n

i=1

1.Ziobs = z/ 1.Wiobs = w/ 1.Siobs = s/

≡ Ȳ zws ,
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Êzws [Yiobs ] =
α

Êzws [Yiobs ] =

1

[n
zws α]

[nzws α]

.i/=1
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α

Y.i/, zws ≡ Ȳ zws ,

n
zws
1
α
Y obs ≡ Ȳ zws ,
[nzws α] .i/=nzws −[nzws α]+1 .i/, zws

z = C, T , w = e, E and s = 0, 1, where 1.·/ is the indicator function,
nzws =

n

i=1

1.Ziobs = z/1.Wiobs = w/1.Siobs = s/,

obs
[nzws α] is the largest integer not greater than nzws α and Y.i/,zws
, i = 1, . . . , nzws , are the ordered statistics
within the observed group OBS(z, w, s). In small samples, bounds can be wrapped in conﬁdence bands to
account for sampling variability in various ways (Imbens and Manski, 2004).
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